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Egmont National Park

� N O R T H  E G M O N T / W A I W H A K A I H O

� E A S T  E G M O N T

� D A W S O N  F A L L S / T E  R E R E  O  K A P U N I

� Y O R K  R O A D

Nau Mai! Piki mai! Haere mai!

Welcome to the realm of Taranaki Maunga

P R E - V I S I T

� Brainstorm the ideas that students already have about the site.  Group their ideas

under headings such as biodiversity (the variety of life), earth science, recreation,

human impacts, etc.  according to the objectives for your trip.

� Design an outdoor safety code.  Appoint class members to help apply it on the day.

� Visiting outdoor areas usually requires special gear.  Have students list the clothing

and other gear they think they will need on the trip.  Discuss a brief for, and then

design, a special item of clothing that would be ideal for this trip.

� Locate the site on a map.  Work out its distance from the school and how long it will

take to get there.  Talk about how people would have travelled there in the past.

� Find out who the local iwi in your rohe are.  Where are their marae? Who are the

kaumätua? What stories can they tell you about the place you are going to visit?

� Find out what the students know about DOC.  Is there a DOC office in their area?

What sorts of things does a DOC ranger do?  Check out the DOC web site,

www.doc.govt.nz

� List all the life that exists in a typical home.  Include the people and pets but also the

uninvited guests.  What are the different places they prefer to live in? What do they

need each day? Prepare a chart to fill in the same type of list for the area you are

visiting.

� Use maps and other resources to gather information about the geology and

geography of the area.

� Examine key ideas related to the history of the site - e.g.  its location and strategic

importance; evidence of past occupation and uses.  Which groups of people have

lived in or used the area in the past, and for what purposes?

� Explore New Zealand�s responsibilities under global conventions such as the Rio

Convention on Biodiversity.  Use the DOC web site to find out about the New

Zealand Biodiversity Strategy.  How do the goals and actions in the strategy relate to

the site you are visiting?
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� Examine the meanings of the words exotic, endemic and native.  Consider which

exotic plant and animal species could get into the reserve unaided.  How could they

get there? What could their impact be?

� Make a chart of your own daily and annual routines (circadian and seasonal

patterns).  Compare it to those of animals that you are familiar with like your cat.

What time and season will you be making your trip?

� Find out if there is anything that you can do to help look after the environment

when you are on your visit.

� Plan a fitness programme together with your class so that you can build up to a

longer walk on the mountain.

P O S T - V I S I T

� Make a forest display along a wall of the classroom with teams working on tree

trunks and foliage, shrubs, lianes and epiphytes.  Add pictures or models of birds.

Make silhouettes of birds in flight to adorn the ceiling

� Find out about the use of plants as rongoa or traditional medicines.  Ask your local

kaumätua or check books in the library.  Try some tea made from kawakawa

leaves.

� Choose a picture of a bird like the ruru/morepork and identify its special features

e.g.  nocturnal eyes with third eyelid, grasping clawed toes, acute hearing, soft

feather tips.  Add labels for these adaptations (features) and say how each helps the

bird survive.

� Make a �wanted� poster for an introduced mammal pest.  Describe the damage that

the pest is doing and suggest an ecological reward for its elimination.

� Calculate the weight of forest that possums destroy in New Zealand.  There are

about 70 million of them and each can eat between 800g and 1 kg per night.  Work

this out per night and per year.  Then consider the effects on their favourite food

species and on the other native plant eaters.

� Make a poster about Native Fish: The Well-kept Secret of our Streams and

Swamps.  Add eels, mudfish and bullies.  Find out why they become rare when

streams are polluted, dammed and stripped of surrounding trees.

� Draw plants and animals that make a food chain and/or cut them out.  Arrange

them into a food chain or, for more advanced students, build up a food web.

� Write a report about the life of a cat that is dumped next to the park boundary.

What would happen to it if it got sick? What would happen if rangers saw it? What

species would it eat?

� Find out about three weeds that have established in the reserve you visited.  Why are

they weeds? How were they brought to New Zealand?

� Produce cards describing the aims of interest groups involved with the reserve - e.g.

local iwi, neighbouring farmer, possum hunter, tourist gondola company , Forest &

Bird Protection Society.   Distribute the cards and conduct a debate on what should

go in the management plan for the park.
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� Recreate the debate in Parliament about the Conservation Act that set up the

Department of Conservation in 1987.  Have speakers for and against - including

some who would like more of New Zealand�s land and sea to be protected.  What

would be the advantages and disadvantages of each argument?

� Discuss the difficulties local people have, in places like the valley leading to Mt.

Everest in Nepal, with all the litter left there by tourists.  Sir Edmund Hillary went

back to Everest several times to give something back to the environment where he

achieved fame.  A New Zealand school made a special trip to Nepal that included

carting out some of the rubbish.  What can you do for your environment?

T E A C H E R  N O T E S :  N O R T H  E G M O N T / W A I W H A K A I H O

The following notes are aimed at providing the teacher with some background

information.  Refer to the activities appended for more ideas for students.

The visitor centre

Egmont National Park was formally opened in 1900.  North Egmont Visitors Centre

was extended and upgraded to coincide with the centennial.  Take time to look at the

displays during your visit.  An activity sheet is available and if you book in advance a talk

from a ranger may be arranged.  (Activity 1: Your place, you can help)

The Camphouse

This historic building was first erected in New Plymouth in 1855 as an army barracks.

In 1891 it was shifted to its present site.  Extensive refurbishment in 1999 has brought

it up to a comfortable standard and it can be booked for accommodation.

Short walks

It is highly recommended that you try at least one of the short walks to find out what it

is like in the forest at this altitude.

Note: These are all rated as tramping tracks and sturdy footwear is recommended

because the surface is sometimes uneven.  However, even junior students regularly

walk them.  The times given allow for a steady pace.   If you are stopping often, you

may need to allow a bit more time.

The Nature Walk, (10-15 min) Entry to another world

This is the most used track in the area and a feature is the green carpet of the forest

floor.  Please keep to the track.

Enter either just above the Camphouse on the translator road or from the visitor centre

lower carpark next to the toilets.  This description is from the carpark end.  The edge

effect at the entrance is worth noting.  Plants need light and, unlike the inside of the

forest, on the edge there can be light coming in from the sides.  This causes a real wall

of leaves much thicker than will be encountered further in.  Amongst this crowd you

will often find fruit being offered up to the seed transporters (birds mainly but also

sometimes lizards).  The waxy leafed Coprosma often has small orange berries while

the five finger displays its dark fruit in a prominent cluster ball on the end of a stalk.
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(Activity 2: Fruit display, Activity 3: Who would eat the fruit?, Activity 4: The

edge effect, Activity 5: Counting the trees I know on two hands).

As you walk along the track, look up into the branches and look at the epiphytes

fighting for space.  All plants need light and it is in short supply down on the forest

floor.  Without a trunk to take their solar panels (i.e.  leaves) up into the light these

plants freeload.  It does mean that they might be short of water especially when a new

piece of bark or branch is being settled but the high rainfall up here makes this a

relatively minor problem.  Once some spongy mosses get going there can be a real

free-for-all of germinating seeds.  The party may come to an abrupt end if the weight

gets too much for the branch and you are likely to see some sad looking lumps of ex-

epiphytes lying on the forest floor trying with mixed success to adapt to the come

down.  In some cases quite large trees like the glossy large leafed papauma will be seen

up in the branches.  The host trees that seem to carry the biggest burden are the

kamahi.  (Activity 6: Epiphyte fight)

Keep an eye out for the smooth peely bark of the pahautea or mountain cedar.

What do you think makes all this effort of growing and shedding so much bark

worthwhile (see activity 6).

A feature of the forest floor at some points on this track is New Zealand�s largest moss.

Looking like a pinetree seedling Dawsonia superba (what would you give it for a

common name?) can reach 50cm; that puts it among the tallest mosses in the world.

There is a nice bridge on the walk, which is a good place to check out the 5 versus 7

finger story (activity 5).  Please avoid having a whole class stopping on the bridge and

all leaning over one side.  Further on there is a nice viewpoint across the valley of the

Ngatoro Stream.  The trees in front of you are leatherwood and a snowberry,

which often displays bright red fruit.  Looking out there is a quilt-like mosaic of

different tree types.  (Activity 7: Biodiversity in view)

Toward the end of the walk, have a look at the trunks of some of the tree ferns.  You

may see a hanging fern-like plant known as Tmesipteris (with a silent �T�).  It is

sought after by overseas plant experts because it is known as a living fossil, a bit like the

tuatara in the animal kingdom.  Tmesipteris lies between the mosses and ferns in the

plant kingdom.  (Activity 8: Hot stuff!)

Ngatoro Loop Track  (45min-1 hr) Tane spreads his cloak
of trees over Ruaumoko�s chaos of rocks

Start up by the Camphouse on the left.  The track initially follows the road toward the

translator mast that you can see in the  distance.  When you descend into the gully you

will find this track a bit more of an adventure than some of the other short walks, but

it will take you into a wonderland.

Even on the first section there are some impressive mountain cabbage trees.  (Activity

9: Mountain monster)

The skeletons of trees that you see in the slopes around the road are of pahautea (the

mountain cedar).  Look for live ones as well.  When you enter the forest, look for the

long thin strips of bark on smooth straight trunks.  Check out the leaves for a contrast

to the mountain cabbage tree.  They are just scales arranged in four rows around the

stem - even harsh freezing winds would have a hard time penetrating this armadillo like

armour.  Mountain totara has similar bark but can be distinguished by its much longer,

needly leaves.
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Why all the skeletons of trees? They are mainly the pahautea.  It is very tough for

this tree as it is an emergent (the trees that stick out of the canopy are called

emergents).  Even though the foliage is very tough, strong winds will still take their toll.

Possums aggravate this natural cause of mortality.  Surprisingly they find the foliage

highly palatable.  In this harsh environment there is little excess that can be spared

before the destructive marsupial chews into the lifeblood of the tree.  Once dead, the

famed keeping qualities of cedar wood maintain the skeleton for decades.  Imagine

turning into a statue when you die! Cold comfort really that you would last a lot longer

than the kamahi that dominates further down.  (Activity 10: Ghosts in the forest)

The track leaves the road just after a large concrete ford on a curve in the road.  Before

you head down this path look at the steep bank opposite.  Note the variety of mosses,

liverworts and ferns that are growing on it.  (Activity 11: What�s in the bank)

As you start downward note the large leatherwood trees (Brachyglottis

rotundifolia).  Leatherwood is very common between the altitudes 1100m and

1400m.  That makes them one of the highest growing trees on the mountain.  At this

lower level some of them reach a height of up to 3m but further up they are shorter and

form an impenetrable tangle.  (Activity 12: Look at leatherwood)

Leatherwood struggles to grow towards the upper limit of its altitude zone.  The

shorter period of time when it is warm enough to grow prevents the plant reaching

beyond a stunted dwarf.  Eventually at about 1400m there is just not enough warmth

for it to grow.

Moving on down into the valley there is plenty of evidence of the chaotic tumble of

rocks that this forest is spreading over.  The valleys are appealing places to grow with

their deeper soils and relative shelter from the wind but they are also prone to

becoming a motorway for the debris that hurtles down in landslides, avalanches and

lahars.  There is an enormous amount of potential energy in rocks a kilometre up the

mountain.  It can spell disaster for groups of trees but the plant community will quickly

cover the damage.  The different colours of pioneer plants and younger foliage can still

be seen for some time on these old scars.  (Activity 13: Feel the forest)

A feature of this lush gully is the filmy ferns.  These look their best with the light shining

through them because their leaves are only one cell thick making them look

translucent.  The shiniest of them all is the kidney fern, well named for its shape.  You

may see it scrambling up tree trunks in the lusher parts of the walk.  Another feature of

the forest floor living here is New Zealand�s largest moss, Dawsonia superba,

which looks like a pinetree seedling.

Towards the end of the walk you follow the Maketawa Track back to the visitor centre.

Keep an eye out for splendid plant cushions in the trees.  These aerial gardens can

include quite a variety of mosses and orchids.  As epiphytes they are freeloading a

space in the upper branches.  If the host branch is too thin or dead there will be a pillow

flight to the forest floor.

Connett Loop Track (30-40 min) Welcome to fernland -
listen to the birds

This walk is a loop off the Ngatoro Track which starts from the lower visitor centre

carpark.

It is a great place to look at the variety of ferns that inhabit the area.  The one to seek out

in particular is the queen of the native filmy ferns.  Called the double crepe fern or the
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Prince of Wales feathers it is the lushest looking.  The leaf surfaces are folded to give a

pile carpet appearance of intense green.  People in the nineteenth century built glass

cabinets especially to display this beauty.  You know you are in quality rainforest when

you see this fern because the leaves are only one cell thick and easily dry out or burn in

direct sunlight.  Other ferns have tougher leaves which may mean they are adapted to

live in exposed conditions where soft leaves could be blown to shreds or, maybe to

deter browsing animals.  (Activity 14: Investigating the variety of ferns)

The tree fern that you will see here is katote.  Feel the leaves and compare them to the

rougher wheki that are common lower down the mountain.  Note also the loose golden

scales that cover the bases of the fronds.  This is one of the clues to identifying your fern

trees- Cyathea (the genus which includes silver fern and the biggest mamaku) have

scales while the Dicksonia that include the common wheki are hairy rather than

scaly.

Another fern to look out for is the hen and chickens fern (Asplenium

bulbiferum), which often has small plantlets on the fronds, waiting to be dropped

into the leaf litter when their support drops.  This is an easy fern to grow indoors but

remember you can�t take any from the park.  The necklace fern (Blechnum

fluviatile) with its long fronds with paired leaflets is shaped a bit like an octopus.  It

lines the track in places, particularly the wetter parts.  The darker, broad blades of

Blechnum colensoi hang on the shadier banks and are another sign of the dampness

of the area.  The tough-looking darker ground fern is a Polystichum, commonly

called a shield fern for reasons that will be obvious when you feel the leaves.

This track is one of the better ones in the area to listen for birds.  Many visitors

comment on the profusion of noisy birdlife in the park and yet others are mystified that

they don�t hear or see much of them.  One reason is that all animals have cycles of

activity timed to the day and season.  Refer to the pre-trip activity about circadian

rhythms.

Some birds are attracted to your movement- most noticeably the fantails that have

learnt that people disturb insects they can chase and catch on the wing.  In many other

cases the birds, that know their area better than you, will have hidden before you get to

see them because they have heard your loud noises.  Try to move quietly and stop every

now and then to look around and listen.  In many cases the birds will reappear to get on

with their business.  Scientists doing quick bird surveys stop for at least 5 minutes at a

time.  (Activity 15: Bring on the singing birds )

We may like to think that the birds sing to share their joy with us but in reality a lot of

the song probably translates as, �This is my patch, *#$% off�.  Birds of many types rely

on their voice to hold a territory so that they can get enough food to raise their chicks.

Fighting would be risky so they compete with their voices.

Much of the other animal life in this area is even harder to find than the birds but look

for the evidence of their work in the leaves.  (Activity 16: Who ate it? )

Veronica Loop Track (2 hrs) If you want to get higher!

Note: The first activity can be done with just a five minute walk up the track.

Starting above the Camphouse, this track involves a bit of a climb up the razorback

ridge and so provides some nice views and a different range of life to that lower down.

There is a memorial in a clearing near the start.  (Activity 18: Mountain safety )
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The lawn around this memorial is not a natural feature.  It would naturally turn back

into forest at this altitude if not for grazing by rabbits and hares.  Note the evidence

(faecal pellets) of their activity.

The track starts among montane forest dominated by kamahi- about 3m tall.  Overall

the trees decrease in height as you climb but this zonation pattern is a bit confused

because trees on the ridges get extra trimming from the wind.  (Activity 17: In the

zones)

On the way up, look at the large slips that are cutting back to this razorback ridge.

Note also the interesting banks where the depth of the roots and topsoil layer can be

seen in profile because erosion has taken the track level way down.  (Activity 19:

Human impacts on the park - making tracks)

Eventually you reach mountain scrub.  Look out for the tough-leafed mountain five

finger, waxy broadleaf, long needle-leafed inaka and the tough leatherwood with

furry undersides to its leaves.  You could make a point of studying the adaptations of

the leaves here to the mountain cold and wind (see activity 11).  Look for the waxy

coatings, thickness, and sometimes furry undersides.  In summer you are likely to see

the layers of flowers on stalks of the large-leaved mountain foxglove (Ourisia).

Stop at points where there is a view over the steep valley.  Be careful to keep

students back from dangerous edges.  (Activity 7: Biodiversity in view)

In some places the view takes in slips of different ages and senior biology students

could look at these as different stages of succession.  (Activity 20: Succession)

After the track meets the junction with the Holly Hut track and you turn downward, the

views out across the plain are a reminder of how far up the mountain you are and give

a sense of how much Mt Taranaki dominates its ring plain.  You should also get some

better views of the zonation pattern with the differing appearances of the canopy due

to a change in species at different altitudes.

Look back up the mountain to the remains of old lava flows that resist erosion more

than the ash and debris layers.  They create prominent features like Humphries Castle

and the Dieffenbach cliffs.  (Activity 21: Hanging tough, Activity 22: Building a

mountain)

On the way down through the zones watch out for the reappearance of the less alpine

specialised plants such as the pate (7 finger).  You should see it among the mountain

totara and cedar (pahautea) as you cross the small valleys to bring you back beside the

Camphouse.

Look also for some interesting patterns of insect damage on the leaves of plants on the

way down.  An unusual one is the leaf miner which eats a zigzag in the leaves of the flax-

like Astelia plant.  (Activity 16: Who ate it?)

Mangaoraka (20-30 min) Go into the deep forest

2.5km from the park entrance, a track enters the forest opposite the car park.  There

is a nice off-road picnic area with toilets.  The forest walk provides a strong contrast to

the area near the visitor centre.  (Activity 17: In the zones)

This is great kiwi country with a richer more productive environment and less extreme

weather.
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As you enter the forest you will notice some contrasts:

� Lower light levels (Gloomy to some, subdued soft green glow to others)

� Taller trees

� Giant rata

� More podocarps like rimu and kahikatea

� Other plants such as the pate looking lusher with larger juicier looking leaves

� Jungly tangles of supplejack

� Deeper richer soil on the gentler slopes

� Dark sooty mould covering many of the leaves

(Activity 23: Stratification- The layered look)

Take The Challenge! A longer adventure option at altitude

If your class is ready to move beyond the short walks stage, then there are many bigger

challenges that could be taken if the class is adequately prepared.

One possibility is to take the Veronica Track up from the Camphouse to the Holly Hut

Track and follow this up to the high level Around the Mountain Track.  This is a serious

climb through the last of the alpine forest zone up into shrubs, then tussock and herb

zones.  When you reach the base of the impressive Dieffenbach cliffs turn left toward

the tall TV masts and Tahurangi Lodge.

You should enjoy great views from an interesting environment that only the fit can

enjoy.  Return down the �Puffer� and Summit Track.

Note:  This suggestion could be combined with a stay in the upgraded Camphouse.

Contact the North Egmont Visitors Centre for details.

T E A C H E R  N O T E S :  E A S T  E G M O N T

The following notes are aimed at providing the teacher with some background

information.  Refer to the activities appended for more ideas for students.

There is a DoC office on Pembroke Road, which is the access to this area, however

there is no visitors centre.

Short walks

It is highly recommended that you try at least one of the short walks to find out what it

is like in the forest at this altitude.

Note: these are all rated as tramping tracks and sturdy footwear is recommended

because the surface is sometimes uneven.  However, even junior students regularly

walk them.  The times given allow for a steady pace.   If you are stopping often, you

may need to allow a bit more time.

Tracks from the Plateau car park

At 1172m, the carpark is the highest point that you can drive to on the mountain.  It is

a good place to see how life adapts to the rigours of the harsh high altitude climate.
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Manganui Gorge Track (30 min to skifield) Through an
avalanche alley

This track takes you through a stunning gorge to the skifield area.  The entrance is

from the top of the carpark.

(Caution: There is an avalanche risk factor on this track when snow has accumulated

on the mountain.  Do not linger in the gorge, read the warning signs and consult with

DoC if you are uncertain about the conditions)

At this altitude, the forest of the lower slopes gives way to subalpine scrub reflecting

the zonation pattern of the mountain.  (Activity 17: In the zones)

Notice how tight the canopy of the scrub plants is.  The competition among them to

get enough light to grow is just as intense as in the lowland forest but here any leaf that

stuck too far above the rest would be exposed to the full force of gales that sweep the

slopes.

One of the dominant trees at this level is the leatherwood.  Also called the mountain

shrub daisy because of the shape of its white flowers, it has a wonderful set of

adaptations to cope with the severe frosts and biting winds that occur at this altitude.

It has thick leathery leaves with fluffy underside (tomentum) and a dense low growing

habit.  Look also for the remains of the previous year�s flowers that are sometimes

referred to as wood flowers.  (Activity 12: Look at leatherwood)

The long needly leaves of the inaka are easily recognised as are the hand-shaped leaves

of the mountain five-finger.  Look for masses of white flowers on the mountain

cottonwood in summer.  It has smaller leaves often tinged with yellow underneath.

Other specialists growing here include the aptly named Hebe egmontiana, a close

relative of koromiko, with long thin leaves.  Again a visit in summer will be rewarded

with the sight of its long flower clusters (racemes).

Another hebe (Hebe odora) has smaller leaves and fragrant flowers.

If your visit is in autumn then fruit may be a feature on some of the plants including the

mountain snowberry.  (Activity 2: Fruit display, Activity 3: Who would eat the

fruit?)

Moving up the track your eyes will be drawn to the large features above on the slopes

of the mountain.  Shark�s Tooth stands out as a conspicuous part of the summit area.

The strong vertical line of the East Ridge leads to a knob called the Policeman.

Below this are the Ngarara Bluffs and then Warwick Castle further around to the

north.  (Activity 21: Hanging tough)

The reason for these features is that the harder andesite lava of this mountain has

resisted erosion more than the layers of tephra that erupted through the air and piled

up under and over the lava flows.  A closer look at this unstable rubble can be had

around the entrance to the tunnel.  (Activity 22: Building a mountain, Activity 23:

Danger zone)

Make sure that your students obey the warning signs not to linger in the path of the

Manganui Monster avalanche pathway at the apex of the path across the valley,

particularly if there are accumulations of snow on the upper slopes.

On the other side of the valley the track sidles below a cliff of hard andesite.  In this area

icicles hang in winter and the path surface can be treacherously icy.  Note the angular

fracture lines in this rock.  They show something of the cooling pattern that occurred
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as the lava settled on the slopes.  As you pass below you can see a different cracking

pattern at the base of the rock because this layer cooled faster in contact with the ash

underneath.  Although the rock looks very solid it will continue to break off because the

softer layers below are eroding more quickly, thereby undercutting it.

Having survived this exciting section of track you arrive at the skifield area where there

is a comfortable public shelter and toilets.

You have reached the level where alpine tussocks start to dominate the landscape.

They dominate from about 1400m to 1600m with the mop-headed red tussock

forming a canopy in some places.  Silver tussock and some of the tougher shrubs such

as mountain tutu can be associated with it.

A short walk past the ski buildings leads to where the high-level Around the Mountain

Track continues.  Following this for a short time gives a good opportunity to see more

of the herbs of this area including an impressive alpine species of golden flowered

buttercup which is a giant compared to more common varieties.  Another standout is

the mountain foxglove with its tiers of flowers on stalks emerging from among large

thick leaves.

There are also some more beautiful rock formations and views down the mountain

from this section of the track.

The skifield itself imposes some interesting modifications on the environment.  For

instance the slopes here are mowed and fertilised.  Walking over the spongy carpet

that this has created, is an interesting experience.

Enchanted Track (2-3hrs) Plateau down to Mountain
House

Even if you are not doing this whole walk it is worth going into the first section to the

lookout so that you can see the changes that even a small decrease in altitude cause.

Soon after you start heading down, mountain totara, horopito and broadleaf appear

among the taller canopy.  (Activity 8: Hot stuff!)

This would also be a good point of comparison for Activity 17.  From the turn off

from the track to Dawson�s Falls there is a steady descent and you can try to pick each

new species as it appears near its upper limit.  The canopy keeps getting taller and the

biodiversity (range of plants and animals) gets greater as you descend.

There is a collection of communication aerials on the ridge that you follow near the

lookout.  (Activity 25: Commercial mountain)

From here it is an interesting mainly downhill route back to the Mountain House if you

arrange for the transport to meet you there.

Kamahi Loop Track (15-30 min) Dripping with green life

This famous short walk starts just above the mountain house and gives a lovely

introduction to the rainforest of the area.  You could also find many contrasts with the

upper levels if you are studying zonation (see Activity 17)

Look for the fruit that you may find in the trees here.  (Activity 2: Fruit display,

Activity 3: Who would eat the fruit?, Activity 4: The edge effect, Activity 5:

Counting the trees I know on two hands)
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In contrast to the higher altitudes, the birds are plentiful even in colder months.  Many

visitors do not appreciate the variety because they make a noisy dash through the bush

causing the birds to hide.  Stopping to listen, you have a good chance to hear and see

many birds including the uncommon whitehead (popokatea).  (Activity 15: Bring

on the singing birds)

Much of the other animal life in this area is even harder to find than the birds but look

for the evidence of their work in the leaves.  (Activity 16: Who ate it?)

Perching plants (epiphytes) are plentiful (see notes for the Nature Walk at North

Egmont) as are the ferns (see notes for the Connett Loop Track) giving a lush look to

the forest.  (Activity 6: Epiphyte fight, Activity 14: Investigating the variety of

ferns, Activity 13: Feel the forest)

Patea Loop Track (1-1½ hrs) Forest futures

This track can be an extension of the Kamahi walk or you can start below the Mountain

House Motor Lodge and go straight on to it.  After two crossings of the Patea Stream

and Pembroke Road, the track returns following Te Popo Stream.

Look for evidence of possum damage on the leaves of the trees.  See the diagrams of

leaf damage to distinguish this from insect damage.  (Activity 16: Who ate it?)

If you have learnt to recognise the horopito with its light green leaves blotched with

red patches you can find another indication of damage caused by browsing mammals.

(Activity 8: Hot stuff!,  Activity 26: Horopito horrors)

Scientists measure the density of the forest canopy to judge how much damage the

possums are doing to the trees above the reach of goats.  Without a continual effort to

kill these pests, the forest would eventually collapse leaving just a few unpalatable

species.

If you keep up your bird-watching efforts on this track you have a good chance to see

our smallest native bird, the rifleman.  This tiny green bird appears to have no tail and

is usually seen looking for insects on the trunks of trees.  The females weigh just 6g.

Potaema Track (15-30 min) Wetland wonders

This track starts from a picnic area 2km in from the park boundary.  Before going into

the forest, take the chance to look at some of the big rimu in the road island and nearby.

They are the trees with the dark green droopy looking foliage.  Like kahikatea, totara,

miro and matai, rimu is one of our famous podocarps.  (Activity 27: Pick a

podocarp)

Although their heritage goes back to the Jurassic, podocarps are far from past their use

by date.  They still dominate our lowland forests and produce huge quantities of fruit

for the animals living there.  They belong among the conifers (cone-bearing trees) but

their fruit is quite different from a pinecone.  In rimu, totara and kahikatea the small

seed is perched on a fleshy foot (that is what podocarp means, �foot seed�) but miro

and matai have more conventional looking fruits.

Entering the forest you will probably find that there are some boggy areas but the

inconvenience that this creates for humans should be compensated for by the lushness

of the growth that you are walking through.  Certainly the spiders make themselves

obvious with their webs here indicating a good supply of insects.  (Activity 31: Spider

patrol)
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Even if you don�t see any spiders, you will find some of their webs.  Not all will be classic

sticky orb webs.  Others are made up of threads running down to a trampoline like

platform.  These webs aren�t sticky but they cause flying insects to crash and be caught

by the fast running spider on the platform below.

Eventually the water table gets too high for tall trees to grow.  Their roots would run

out of oxygen and not be able to hold a tree upright when the wind blew.

Try to approach the end of the boardwalk quietly as it is a good place to see some

different birds.  (Activity 28: Swamp life)

Swamps provide ideal habitat for a great slice of our biodiversity including ducks,

bittern, fernbirds and many other waterfowl.  Surprisingly perhaps, the water

leaving swamps is very clean.

Below the surface dead leaves accumulate where micro-organisms cannot rot them

away.  We know this has happened for millions of years in Taranaki because eventually

the black stuff becomes oil and gas for which the region is famous.

Take the challenge!

There are several options available on this side of the mountain to go for longer walks.

The Curtis Falls Track from opposite the Mountain House takes 2-3 hours return.  It is

also possible to walk from the Mountain House to Dawson�s Falls or North Egmont

which both have accommodation available.

T E A C H E R  N O T E S :  D A W S O N � S  F A L L S  /  T E  R E R E  O

K A P U N I

The following notes are aimed at providing the teacher with some background

information.  Refer to the activities appended for more ideas for students.

The visitor centre

Dawson�s Falls/ Te Rere o Kapuni Visitors Centre was upgraded to coincide with the

centennial of the park in 2000.  Take time to look at the displays during your visit.  If

you book in advance, a talk from a ranger may be arranged.  (Activity 1: Your place,

you can help)

Konini Lodge

Situated just down from the Visitor Centre, Konini Lodge provides budget

accommodation for up to 38 people.  With kitchen, large lounges, bunkrooms, hot

showers and, drying rooms it provides the perfect base for a group looking for more

of an adventure than a day trip can provide.

Short walks

It is highly recommended that you try at least one of the short walks to find out what it

is like in the forest at this altitude.

Note: These are all rated as tramping tracks and sturdy footwear is recommended

because the surface is sometimes uneven.  However, even junior students regularly
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walk them.  The times given allow for a moderate steady pace.  If you are stopping

often, you may need to allow a bit more time.

Kapuni Loop Track (1- 1½ hrs) A forest walk to the falls

The track entrance is a short walk down the road from the Visitors Centre.  A visit to the

power station along the way is worthwhile.  This hydro plant is powered by the fall of

water piped from higher up the Kapuni Stream.  You can see the pipeline on the other

side of the building.  The intake can be viewed on the Wilkies Pools Loop Track.

Built around the start of last century, it is the oldest hydroelectric power station still

operating in New Zealand.  It was already second hand when it was installed here in

1934.

Use the switch on the outside of the building to turn on the lights so you can see this

robust technology in action.  The large drum houses a Pelton wheel.  Spun by the

force of water hitting the cups on the outside of the wheel, it spins the shaft, which in

turn drives the generator.  The output is enough to power 270 100W light bulbs.

(Activity 29: Power play in the park)

The hydro scheme causes a small disruption to the river that feeds it but it also shows

that, even in a province famous for its fossil fuels, there are alternative energy supplies.

Any bright spark wanting to build a new power plant would now need to go through

quite a process to show that their scheme did not compromise the values for which the

park is famous.

At the track entrance a mountain totara is obvious with its stringy bark.  As with the

mountain cedar this is an adaptation to prevent the build up of freeloaders on their

trunk and branches.  You will appreciate how big the load of epiphytes (plants

growing on other plants) can be as you walk around this and other tracks.  (Activity 6:

Epiphyte fight)

This is a high rainfall area and every surface can quickly become covered with crusty

lichens, fluffy mosses and filmy ferns.  If you try the next activity it may help to keep

your class on track! so that they do not damage the life forms along the sides.  (Activity

30: On track)

One of the first trees that people will notice is the horopito (pepper tree) with its

blotchy red leaves.  (Activity 8: Hot stuff!)

Other trees to attract attention here are likely to be the gnarly old kamahi loaded with

epiphytes and the leatherwood with its tough leaves backed with a white felty layer.

(Activity 12: Look at leatherwood)

As you get closer to the waterfall you can hear a change in the river�s sound.  The

section above the falls includes the millrace where there is a channel of turbulent

water.

The steps down to the base of the falls require a bit of care.  On the way down (or back)

notice the long thin leaves of the native tree fuchsia (kotukutuku).  Also common

here are poisonous tutu plants.  They have more rounded leaves arranged in opposite

pairs down long branches.

The Falls are also known as Te Rere a Noke commemorating a chief who hid behind

them to avoid pursuers.  At 18m high, they are an impressive sight and at the same time

they provide an opportunity to find out how this mountain is built.
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The present mountain has been active for about 100 000 years with innumerable

eruptions over that time span.  Sometimes it would have blasted out tephra (a nice

word to describe all the different sizes of ejected material from ash to blocks).  Tephra

falls back onto the slopes to make a loose pile.  At other times there would have been

lava flows on the surface or intrusions below.  Intrusions happen when the lava

pushes in among looser material.  Vertical intrusions make dykes while horizontal

ones make sills.  In this case the falls are going over the end of a �recent� lava flow that

went down the valley only 1800 years ago.

The next activity provides some vocabulary to describe the material that builds the

volcano.  (Activity 22: Building a mountain)

Returning from the falls the track affords more views across the valley and then covers

a short distance back to the road.   Cross over to follow the loop track back through

another interesting section of forest.  There are some taller kamahi and totara trees,

while horopito makes up much of the layer below.  This is a good section to look for

evidence of spiders.  (Activity 31: Spider patrol)

Toward the end of the loop track there is evidence that the forest was once cleared

here.  There used to be a paddock below the lodge and since it was closed off it has

begun to regenerate.  It is therefore a good area to compare some different stages of

succession.  (Activity 20: Succession)

It is not surprising to find that kanuka  (tea tree) becomes more common as you enter

the disturbed area because it is a specialist pioneer species.  It is for example still seen

in other areas where the last eruption of the mountain in 1755 cleared the slopes.  Note

also the tough leafed shield ferns.  Compared to softer ferns found in thicker bush,

these shield ferns would be better able to survive frosts and, the browsing of rabbits.

Konini Dell Loop Track  (30min- 1hr) Back to the fuchsia

This track is a loop through some real character forest.  Look out for the big old tree

fuchsias.  They are called kotukutuku but it is the fruit, konini, that gives its name to

this track.  The tree itself has thin peely bark which is quite a bright reddish colour

when first exposed.  Many of the other gnarly looking trees are kamahi but there are

also some pahautea (mountain cedar), mountain totara and broadleaf

(papauma) which have started life growing on other trees.

As you walk along the track, look up into the branches at the epiphytes fighting for

space.  All plants need light and it is in short supply down on the forest floor.  Without

a trunk to take their solar panels (i.e.  leaves) up into the light, these plants freeload.  It

does mean that they might be short of water especially when a new piece of bark or

branch is being settled but the high rainfall up here makes this a relatively minor

problem.  Once some spongy mosses get going there can be a real free-for-all of

germinating seeds.  The party may come to an abrupt end if the weight gets too much

for the branch and you are likely to see some sad looking lumps of ex-epiphytes lying

on the forest floor trying with mixed success to adapt to the come down.  In some cases

quite large trees like the glossy large leafed papauma will be seen up in the branches.

The host trees that seem to carry the biggest burden are the kamahi.  (Activity 6:

Epiphyte fight)

This is a good place to appreciate the atmosphere created by an alpine forest in such a

high rainfall area.   For some it is called �goblin forest� because of the character of the

trees festooned with hanging mosses such as Weymouthia.  (Activity 13: Feel the

forest)
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Along the path look for a large leafed herb mountain foxglove (Ourisia).  In

summer it has whorls, or layers, of flowers on stalks that push up from among the

fleshy leaves.

The Konini Dell Loop Track takes you back onto the main track by the Kapuni River

and you can either return to the carpark (turn right) or carry on up to Wilkies Pools.

Wilkies Pool Loop Track.  Anyone for a cold bath? (1- 1½ hrs)

This route can be picked up from the top of the carpark directly or via the Konini Dell

Loop.

The track becomes a bit of a trench further up reflecting the impact that even simple

footsteps can have, as generations have travelled to the famous pools.  (Activity 19:

Human impacts on the park - making tracks)

Before you cross the river there is a viewpoint where the river valley can be seen.  Its

bed is wide with clumps of trees struggling to get going until the next big flood knocks

them out.

The point where the stream is crossed is a good place to see some of the different rocks

of the mountain.  There are many different colours reflecting the changing mineral

content of the magma that has fed this volcano.  If you have brought hand lenses you

could look for crystals in the rock.  (Activity 32: Check your rocks )

Near the pools there is a point where the bank opposite shows clearly some of the

layers formed by the most recent eruptions.  The top two layers are from the latest two.

The Tahurangi Ash of 1755 and the Burrell ash and lapilli of 1655.  The dating of these

eruptions is done from growth rings of trees that suffered but survived the events.

As you approach the pools, take care on the bare rock sections that can be slippery.

There are a series of pools and chutes worth taking some time to explore.  Look for

pebbles in the bottom of the pools.  When the river is in flood these pebbles are swirled

around milling out a smooth hollow which keeps getting deeper.  Some of them now

make a good bath tub if you are willing to brave the cold.

Again the solid rock base for this water feature is an old lava flow.  In this case it is

estimated to be 20,000 years old.

The return journey around the track takes in some more falls and lush plants including

good specimens of the mountain cabbage tree.  (Activity 9: Mountain monster)

Note the continual battle here between the vegetation trying to cloak the mountain and

the slips that are triggered by high rainfall.

Ridge Loop Track. (1- 1½ hrs) Cool compound trees

This track can be combined with the Wilkies Pools or Kapuni Loop Tracks.  From the

upper carpark it branches off the main track at the seat.  After crossing the Kapuni

Stream it follows a ridge back down to a junction with the Kapuni Loop Track.

A special feature to note on this track is the amazing compound trees.  There are still

stumps of trees that were caught in the most recent eruptions of the mountain in the

17th and 18th centuries.  Some of the mountain cedars (pahautea) and totara survived

the eruptions but perhaps the damage they suffered increased the trend that we

already see in this forest for trees to grow on, around, or in each other.  One reason for

this is that in rainforest nutrients are quickly leached from the soil so wherever a tree
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starts to rot there will be roots diving in to grab the nutrients being released.  A case of,

if you can�t beat your neighbours, recycle them.  (Activity 33: Compound interest)

The glossy leaves in the combined trees tend to be broadleaf (papauma) that start up

in the aerial gardens of older totara and kamahi.  These in turn are not averse to

germinating on the surface of each other.

The tree ferns that grow amongst this forest are katote and there are other interesting

ground ferns.  (Activity 14: Investigating the variety of ferns)

Towards the end of the walk you come across Psyche�s bath, a deep rock pool in the

Kapuni Stream.  From there it is a short walk back to the carpark.

Hasties Hill Loop Track.  (1½- 2 hrs) The less beaten track

Just above the visitor�s centre the start of this track is shared with the route to

Fantham�s Peak and the summit.

As you prepare to enter the forest take a look at how the trees here create a wall of

foliage.  (Activity 2: Fruit display, Activity 3: Who would eat the fruit?, Activity 4:

The edge effect, Activity 5: Counting the trees I know on two hands)

It is a pleasant walk to view another smaller waterfall and some sections of forest

where there is a good chance of seeing or hearing more birds.  (Activity 15: Bring on

the singing birds)

Take the challenge!

There are several options available in this area for longer walks from Dawson�s Falls

which can be combined with staying at Konini Lodge.  Ring the Visitors Centre for

details.

T E A C H E R S  N O T E S :  Y O R K  R O A D  L O O P  T R A C K

The following notes are aimed at providing the teacher with some background

information.  Refer to the activities appended for more ideas for students.

Access and track

This part of Egmont National Park is not difficult to get to.  See the accompanying map.

The last small section of York Road is metalled but there is a car park and the access is

easy.

The track is well maintained with good quality structures but as it goes through the

forest there will be slippery patches and the surface is not always level and dry.  Ensure

that the students wear sensible footwear.  Likewise clothing for changeable weather is

advisable.

Warn the whole party that there are some dangers such as high walls, edges of rivers

and holes that are not always obvious.

A realistic time for a group that stops to investigate the points of interest would be

three hours.

Note: Do not interfere with or remove any of the historical features on this walk.  They

are a part of our history and should be left so others can also learn from them.
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When you arrive at the entrance to the track, there is an interpretation sign that gives

a good background to what you are about to see.  Taking the time to read this is

recommended.

What happened here?

A proposal to build railways, mines, pipelines, bridges and accommodation all in a

premium national park would have a hard time being taken seriously today.

Considering the resource targeted was abundant outside the park, it seems even more

unlikely but at the start of last century development ruled and parks were seen as

stores of resources that could still be exploited.

Transport in the young nation was a priority and there was a huge demand for rock

metal needed for road and rail.  Large boulders were also needed for breakwaters and

port development at New Plymouth.  (Activity 34: When non-metal gets called

metal)

The result, a think big scheme that surmounted difficult engineering challenges and

employed a workforce of up to 200.  In today�s terms it was a multi-million dollar

investment.

Brief timeline

(Refer to the York Loop Track Brochure from DoC for more)

1901 Local council and road board lobby for rail to be built to the rock source.

1903 First 15km of line laid.

1908 Production under way with the metal crusher working.

1914 First World War causes a major disruption to the project which by now has

extended rail up to the foot station.

1925 80,000 tons of boulders and crushed metal are extracted for the new

breakwater at Port Taranaki.

1928 Crusher shut down.  One unit sent to Auckland.

1930�s Some equipment and buildings removed.  Floods damage upper quarry line.

Lower quarry opened.

1941 Track from above the lower quarry sent to the Middle East to help World War

effort.

1951 Order to close the line issued.  Auctioning off of remnants.

As you enter the park it is hard to imagine you are near the remains of a big industrial

project.  Although there were obviously many trees felled, the recovery has been

astounding.  As you walk around, look for telltale signs of regeneration.  (Activity 35:

Tane reclaims his domain)

Marker Post 1 shows where the accommodation block was.  Look for the concrete

foundations.  There were also six small cottages for married men.  (Activity 36: Living

in the bush)

Marker Post 2  is at the huge crusher site.  100m long and 7m high it had a rail line at

the top for the side-tipping wagons full of rock to arrive and unload.  The contents

were fed into water-powered crushers which produced the metal to be fed into waiting

wagons at the foot of the crusher.  (Activity 37: Get your rocks crushed here)
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The structure is the remains of a duplex building.  The near end has been cleared to

help you discover what went on here.  The far end was a mirror image of the part that

you can easily explore.  Much of the machinery was sold off and other material has

rotted away but we can still get an idea of how it all worked.

If you start at the bottom it is easy to find the mounts where the Pelton wheels were

once installed.  They had cups that were struck by jets of water produced by one or two

nozzles.  This water had just dropped about 50m through a major pipeline that you

will soon explore so the force would have been substantial.

The resulting rotational energy (spin) of this turbine would have been transferred to

the hammers of the crusher by a belt or drive shaft of some sort.

The quality of the concrete pouring in the wall looks primitive by today�s standards but

we should remember that there would have been no ready-mix concrete trucks.  Also

visible are the impressions of some quite roughly sawn timbers used to box up the

concrete pours.

If you move on down the wall you will see a structure which supported the screens that

sorted the crushed rock and delivered it to the waiting wagons.  The screens could have

been changed to produce different size grades as required by the rail or road.

The track continues from the crusher up the branch line that full wagons of

unprocessed rock came down.  It then follows the main line for a short distance until it

branches off on to the waterline.

Along the way look for the remains of bridges.  In places you will find large foundations

or a massive beam of totara that give an idea of the scale of the structures.  Odd pieces

of steel lying about should provoke some interesting theories as to their original use.

This is all part of the appeal of this discovery walk because we don�t know all the

answers.  (Activity 38: Bridging the gap)

Bridges were needed for the deep valleys but to get the steady gradient needed for a rail

line there were also long embankments built up.  Walking over these we should

think about the enormous human effort that went into making such earthworks using

hand tools.  If you look into the bush near the line you will see the hollows where the

material for the embankments came from.  These hollows are called borrow pits.

(Activity 39: Bank on it)

Leaving the rail line, the track follows the path of the waterline which also had to be

levelled.  Around Marker Post 3 there are some visible remains of this water pipeline

that fed the turbine at the crusher.  It must have been a significant part of the cost of the

venture because the rolled steel pipes were difficult to make.  Look also for places

where traces of wood remain in the line.  Wood, because it swelled with water,

provided a flexible element that maintained a seal when the metal expanded and

contracted.  (Activity 40: Pipe dreams)

The water pipeline eventually leads to the sand trap (Marker Post 4).  Much of the

mountain is built of loose sandy material and it flows in the streams especially when

they are swollen by rain, about half the time! Sand could block the pipes and would

have been a threat to the valves and machinery.  Letting the water supply into a large

pond where the sand could settle was the way to reduce this threat.  When the sand got

to a certain level it was flushed out by opening a lower outlet on the far side.

Notice the interesting shape of the inlet at the top end of the pond.  The groove at the

bottom sped water along to self cleanse any sand settling before the trap.  This tunnel
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goes 200m to the river.  Another feature at this point is that you can see a vent that was

used to release air bubbles out of the water before it went down the line.  (Activity 41:

Swimming pool?)

Going back on to the main line, the extent of earthworks is again remarkable.  Note the

ditches on the side of the line that channelled storm water away from it.

Marker Post 5 is down a branch from the mainline to a point on the river where

boulders could be easily accessed to fill wagons.  There are still some lengths of rail line

in the ground here and others in the river.

The easy pickings of rock in the riverbed were added to by using waterpower to sluice

the banks apart.  The whole area under the forest is mixed up rubble from the volcano.

(Activity 42: Easy pickings)

Another detour can be made to the mid quarry station, Marker Post 6 where more

rock was taken from the Manganui River.  Unfortunately this harvested an inferior

quality rock that although it crushed easily also crumbled away when it was used.

Above here there was an upper river quarry but the power of mountain rivers that

people sought to harness was also a destructive force and in 1935 the line to this source

was washed out.

At Marker Post 7 further around the track leading away from the river, visitors can

get an idea of the some of the clever water channelling structures that were required to

tame stormwater surges through the area.  There is a culvert and some evidence of

flumes.

The modern bridge that has been built in this area is quite a sophisticated structure

itself for those focussing on technology.  The use of thick steel ropes is interesting but

less obvious is the huge block buried at the end of them to anchor the whole structure.

(Activity 43: Bridge it)

Marker Posts 8 and 9 are close together and mark the sites of the foot station and

the proposed ropeway station.  The former was built and was the scene of some busy

rail yards.

The ropeway proposal to exploit even higher rock deposits was stretching the

technology and finances of the time too greatly and so was never built.  The quarry was

instead serviced by horse and cart for the period that it was used.

Your return route follows the old service road that was built so that both ends of the

railway line were easy to access during the construction phase and later for servicing of

the line.

Marker Post 10 on the old service road is near a borrow pit that is usually filled with

water.

After the walk back it is a good idea to look again at the clearings on the southern side

of the track where the bunkhouse and platelayers cottage stood just inside the park

boundary.   This gives a chance to reflect on the hard work that was the lot of these

pioneers.  We should also salute the part they played in building the infrastructure that

we take for granted today.
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O N  S I T E  A C T I V I T I E S  S E C T I O N

Activity 1 Your place, you can help

This is the busiest access point on one of New Zealand�s tourist icons.  We, as kiwis, are

proud of our special places.  Check the visitor book in the visitors� centre to see how

people from all over the world have come to see our magnificent mountain.

One way to show that you belong to and, care for your land is by picking up a bit of the

litter that always seems to be around.  Visitors comment that our parks are relatively

clean and we want to keep it that way.

You could also give something back to the park by doing some posters for the visitor

centre or your local library to display.

Activity 2 Fruit display

Write a marketing report for the fruiting trees.  The trees are in a way offering payment

to the birds i.e.  the food value they put into their fruit for a seed spreading service.  If

the birds don�t find or eat the fruit then the tree will not get its seeds spread.  Some fruit

uses colour in the advertising and others are using display arrangements.  Do you think

you could improve on the marketing strategies the trees are using?

Activity 3 Who would eat the fruit?

Fruit is an interesting part of the forest ecology.  Take a closer look and fill out the

following table.  The second table gives you information on gape sizes (maximum

amount that an animal can open its mouth).

TYPE OF TREE FRUIT COLOUR HOW IT IS  DISPLAYED POSSIBLE  CONSUMER

NAME OR DESCRIPTION (CLUSTERS,  SINGLY, STALKED ETC)
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NAME OF ANIMAL WEIGHT G A P E

(E)= EXTINCT (HOW WIDE THEY CAN OPEN THEIR MOUTH)

(N)= NOT NOW IN PARK

Moa (e) Up to 250kg Over 50mm

Kaka (n) 4 7 5 g 2 0 m m

Kereru (nat ive pigeon) 6 5 0 g 1 4 m m

Tui 1 2 0 g  9mm

Be l lb i rd /kor imako 3 4 g  6mm

Whi tehead/popoka tea 1 8 . 5 g  5mm

Si lvereye 1 3 g  5mm

Green gecko 6 0 g  10mm

Activity 4 The edge effect

As you enter the forest make notes or take measurements on the change in the

environment.  You could take the temperature, measure or estimate light levels and

humidity outside, just inside and right in the forest.

How does this affect the plants that you see growing there?

Activity 5 Counting the trees I know on two hands - five finger and
seven finger (well, sort of!)

For beginners it is fun to learn two plants with hand-shaped (= palmate) compound

leaves.  You too can be a tangata mohio (know-it-all) as you walk along identifying the

two trees that you know the names of.  A note of caution however; leaflet number does

usually follow the names but you can find 7 leafed 5 finger and 9 leafed 7 finger  so

you will need to attend to some other details before you can get your eye in on these

two.

Seven-finger has finer teeth on the edge of the leaves and the leaves are thinner and so

a bit droopy.  This gives an umbrella look, hence the name of their close relatives,

which are popular indoor plants.  The five finger leaves look thicker.

If you are enjoying the name game then there is a lifetime�s enjoyment to be had in

taking it further.  Seven-finger is better called pate, its original Maori name and, you

could also get scientific and call it Schefflera digitata.  Similarly five-finger can also

be called whauwhaupaku or Pseudopanax arboreus.

Activity 6 Epiphyte fight

Find a tree with a heavy burden of epiphytes.  How many different plants are growing

on the bark of this tree?
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Why are they growing on another tree where there is no soil and where it must

sometimes dry out badly?

What defences do some trees have that keeps them relatively clear of the epiphytes?

Activity 7 Biodiversity in view

Describe the different types of plants that you can see in this view.  Describe the

different colours, textures and, shine or dullness.  How many different species can you

see from this distance? Try to name some of the trees (hints- bright green broadleaf,

duller kamahi, reddish colour of horopito, spiky blue-green mountain cabbage trees,

vivid green when live or stark white skeletons of pahautea (mountain cedar).

If you have trouble naming the trees, see if you can find an example close by that would

match those you can see in the distant view?

Activity 8 Hot stuff!

A common plant along all of the walks is the horopito, easily recognised by the red

blotches on, and edges to, the wavy-edged leaves.  If you are clear on its identification

you could offer a piece of leaf for a volunteer to taste.  It would be fair to warn them

that the taste gives the plant its other common name of pepper tree.

Activity 9 Mountain monster

Before you arrive, or after you get back, measure the width of ten ordinary cabbage

trees leaves (ti, Cordyline australis).  Calculate the average width.  Now repeat the

task on one of these amazing monster mountain cabbage trees (toii, Cordyline

indivisa).  Calculate the percentage difference between the averages.

The huge juicy looking leaves seem out of place at this altitude where there are so many

frosts.  Usually alpine plants have smaller leaves than their lowland cousins.  How do

you think they could survive frosts? (Hint: cars visiting cold areas need antifreeze in

their radiators or, the freezing water expands and cracks them).

Activity 10 Ghosts of the forest

Record your thoughts and feelings on seeing the lonely shapes of the dead mountain

cedars.  Stark white silhouettes against the lively colours of the rest of the canopy.

Imagine turning into a statue when you die! Cold comfort really that you would last a

lot longer than the kamahi that dominates further down.

Activity 11 What�s in the bank

Take a close look at the bank, which has been formed by erosion cutting into some of

the layers of the mountain.  This material is a real jumble.  How did it get there? Hint: As

well as having been erupted, the rounded rocks show evidence of being tumbled

around in rivers before they were compacted into this valley.

What types of plants are colonising the surface of the cliff? Why does this cliff have

such a good flush of growth starting on it?
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Activity 12 Look at leatherwood

Leatherwood are very common between the altitudes 1100m and 1400m.  That makes

them one of the highest growing trees on the mountain.  How do they survive the

severe cold and ferocious wind? Make a list of the adaptations or special features that

this plant has.

Feel the leathery texture of the leaves.  Use a hand lens to examine the underside of the

leaves.  This mat of hairs can be called a tomentum.  The hairs hold a layer of moist air

around the breathing pores and along with the waxy layer on top of the leaf would

provide some heat insulation.  Imagine what would happen to softer leaves in a

mountain gale charged with pellets of hail.

Repeat the observation of adaptations for the mountain cedar (pahautea).

Activity 13 Feel the forest

Record your thoughts and feelings about this very different looking forest.  How does

it smell and feel to you.  What name would you give to it?

(It has been called a �hobbit forest� and a �goblin forest�.  To others it is the �cloud forest�

because the regular presence of clouds colliding with and then hugging the mountain

giving lushness to the forest)

If you were given the money to make a film here, what would you choose to do?

Activity 14 Investigating the variety of ferns.

New Zealand has been called �fernland� because we have over 160 species of fern and

they are a real feature of our forests.

Turn fern fronds over and look for the brown dots called sori.  These are where the

fern spores come from.  Draw the layout of the sori and look more closely at their

structure.  Look also for the hairs or scales on the coiled fronds or koru and on the

trunks (if present) of ferns.  Mammals have hairs to keep warm.  Why do ferns have

them? (Hint: they can�t run away from herbivores).

Gently feel the different textures of fern leaves.  Why are some leaves so tough?

Activity 15 Bring on the singing birds

Make a list of the birds you happen to see on the walk.

Do any of the birds seem to be attracted to your presence?

If you want to be more of an ornithologist (bird investigator) stop at several points and

keep still for five minutes listening carefully for birds.  Birds that were disturbed by

your approach may reappear.

A more active method is to rub some polystyrene or cork on glass to produce the high

pitched squeaks that the small insect-eaters such as whiteheads, fantails and grey

warblers use.  This will make the right sounds to bring them out to see who the

strangers are.

Do the birds �counter-sing� to your noises (answer back)?  This is their main way of

holding territory to live in.  Singing beats fighting!
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Activity 16 Who ate it?

As you walk through the park look at the way that some leaves are being eaten.  All the

animal life in the park gets its energy directly or indirectly from plants, so it is not

surprising that there is a lot of evidence that herbivores have been at work.  Draw five

leaves that have been nibbled, chewed, sucked or mined.  Can you find any of the

animals responsible? If not, where are they?  Use the diagram to help you identify the

culprits.

How do plants fight back? Make a list of their adaptations to avoid being eaten.

(Consider how leaves like horopito taste very strong and then look at leaf shapes,

coverings etc.).  Look for evidence of healing and colour changes around the damage.

In many cases this is where the plant is loading chemicals to repel the herbivores.

Activity 17 In the zones

Stop in at least three different places on your

journey up the mountain.  Make one of the stops

near the entrance to the park, one at the highest

point you reach and, one in between.

At each location:

1. Name the zone that you are in by reference to

the map.

2. What are the dominant trees in this zone?

3. Estimate the height of the canopy.

4. Describe the most common plant species in

each layer of the forest (see stratification,

Activity 23)

5. How many species of animals can you find

evidence for? Listen for birds, look for

damage caused by herbivores etc.

Now compare the records you have for the

different locations that you have studied.

1. Which level seems to have the greatest

biodiversity?

2. What physical factors change as you go up the

mountain?

3. Why do the plants at higher altitude not grow

as tall as those at lower levels?

Activity 18 Mountain safety

Near the start of this track, which was part of the traditional summit route for

mountain climbers, is a large stone memorial.  It records that a man died on the 3rd of

June, 1918 in an unsuccessful attempt to save a life.  Find the memorial.  Write down

the name of the people involved.  How high was the original victim when he slipped on

ice? What might the conditions have been like at that time of year? What equipment

would the climbers have needed?
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In the 100 years up to 1990, 51 people have been killed in mountaineering related

accidents.  The causes of death were; slipping on frozen ice (36), rock falls (6),

exposure (5), lost (3), drowning (1).  A further 11 have died in the last 11 years.

For one of the causes of death make up an item for the local newspaper.  Put in some

fictional details and comment on how the fatality could have been avoided.

Note there are mountain safety pamphlets available at the visitor centre.

Activity 19 Human impacts on the park - making tracks

See how the layer of plant roots in the topsoil at the side of the track holds together

while the subsoil, without the network of roots, is quickly eroded leaving a cave under

the vegetation that is hanging on.

Draw a diagram of this undercut bank.  Measure the depth of the root systems, the

depth of the undercutting cave and, how far the track has gone down from the

surrounding ground level.  What started the erosion in this particular place? What is

taking the soil and subsoil away and where does it go? As you go up the track, you will

see work that has been done to try to divert water.  During heavy rainfalls the track can

gather quite a fast flowing stream cutting even deeper into the earth.  Describe some of

these structures and explain how they work.

Activity 20 Succession

Stop at a point where the view takes in slips of different ages.  Look at these as different

stages of succession.  Pioneer plants on new slips give way to a series of later arrivals

until old slips look the same as the surrounding vegetation.  Why don�t the dominant

plants from the surrounding mature areas lead the regrowth? What special

adaptations do pioneer plants need?

Activity 21 Hanging tough

This mountain is a composite cone

sea level

vent

magma

Composite Cone

lava

ash
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Strong lava flows are layered with ash, which washes away much more quickly.

Actually the �ash� layers have a jumble of bigger lumps than just ash particles.

Look at and draw some features like cliffs and outcrops that were created by the lava

hanging on while the ash was eroded away.  Check the names of the features that you

have drawn from the maps supplied.  Can you think of features elsewhere in Taranaki

that might be even older remnants of lava flows?

Activity 22 Building a mountain

The hardest rock here is andesite lava which came from inside the volcano.  What

features can you see at this point that are made of this hard smooth rock?

Which of the following do you think formed the tough rock for this feature?

TERMS ARE USED FOR THE THICKER LAYERS

Lava Flow Layer  of  once molten rock that  poured out  over  the surface.

D y k e Upright  layer  formed from lava that  cooled underground.

S i l l Horizonta l  layer  formed from lava that  cooled underground.

Now look at the looser material.  How many different layers can you count?  Describe

what you see in the layers.  The following terms may help for the material that was

blasted out of the volcano (i.e.  Tephra)

SIZE CLASSIFICATION FOR TEPHRA

N A M E DESCRIPTION

Ash Mater ia l  less  than 2mm in diameter  ( l ike f ine sand).

L a p i l l i Mater ia l  2mm- 64mm in diameter  (gr i t ty  to pebbly) .

B l o c k s Mater ia ls  over  64mm (smal l  to  large rocks and boulders) .

OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS

Volcanic bombs Blocks that  were molten when ejected and often st i l l  have molten look.

Breadcrust  bombs Bombs with a  f ractured crust  because the ins ide was st i l l  expanding when the

outs ide had cooled.

Cinder/ scoria Rock which has some gas bubble holes .

P u m i c e Very l ight  porous rock,  l ike a  sol idi f ied sponge.

Each of these layers would have been created by some form of volcanic event in the last

100 000 years.  Try to imagine what some of these eruptions were like and remember

that the mountain is still classified as dormant.
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Activity 23 Stratification -  the layered look

Look at the layers of life in this forest.  Draw a sketch of the different plants that you can

see from your viewpoint and then compare them to the diagram.

Emergent Trees

Canopy/sub
canopy

Ground

Shrub layer

Find some foliage that has fallen from the canopy or emergents and compare it to the

leaves of trees in the shrub or ground layer.  What do you think has caused the

differences?

Activity 24 Danger zone

Before you go into the tunnel, stop to consider the dangers that this environment

presents.  Why do you think the tunnel was assembled here?  How did all the rocks get

on top of it?  What are the possible causes of a rock fall in this area?

Read the warning signs before you go down into the valley.  What is an avalanche?

Why are they so likely to occur at this particular spot?  What times of year would be the

worst for avalanche danger?
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Activity 25 Commercial break

What are the advantages of putting an aerial up here?

What is the down side of having too many structures on the mountain?

Who do you think owns these aerials?

Who would decide if a new aerial could be erected and where it should go?

Activity 26 Horopito horrors

Horopito obviously has an insect that can eat holes in its leaves but its hot taste stops

many larger browsing animals such as goats and possums.  How many horopito plants

can you see in the area around you? Are they more common than other trees?

Why are horopito the most common plants in areas where goats are a problem?

Judging by the amount of horopito around, do you think the area that you are in now

has suffered from a lot of possum and goat damage?

Activity 27 Pick a podocarp

One of the special things about our forests is the presence of tall trees called

podocarps.  They have been used as a backdrop for films about dinosaurs because they

appeared in the Jurassic period about 120 million years ago.

How would people know that these trees have been around that long?

The bark of the podocarps usually flakes off.  Do a bark rubbing from one of these

forest giants by placing a blank piece of paper over it and rubbing with the side of a

crayon.

What is the advantage to a big tree in shedding its bark?

Find some leaves lying around the base of a rimu, kahikatea, totara, miro or matai and

draw them.  How does it feel to touch them?

Look also for any fruit and record what it looks like.

Activity 28 Swamp life

Bogs get a bad press probably because they are not easy to walk through and your legs

smell funny afterwards if you do.  They are however rich and important parts of the

ecosystem.

Write down the names of some plants and animals that like to live in wetlands and

bogs.  Look around and listen quietly when you get to the end of the boardwalk so you

can add to your list.

In damp places, worms, insects and decomposers turn plants back into soil.  In bogs

that only happens in the top layer because there is not enough oxygen lower down so

the dead leaves just keep piling up.  What would happen to all this black stuff if it built

up for millions of years?
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Activity 29 Power play in the park

What other types of power generation could the owners of the lodge have chosen in

1930?

What are the advantages of a hydro scheme in the park?

Can you see any disadvantages in one little scheme like this?

What types of development would you ban in the park if you were the government?

What would happen to any new applications for power plants in a national park

today?

Activity 30 On track

Many visitors comment on the beauty of the floor-covering plants in our rainforest.  It

is a special living carpet!

How many types of ground cover plant can you see within a metre either side of the

track?

Can you see places where people have gone off the main track and worn away new

tracks?

What would happen if increasing numbers of visitors kept doing this?

Why doesn�t grass fill in the gaps between the trees here like it does in town?

Activity 31 Spider patrol

Record the evidence of spiders that you can find.  Even if you don�t see any, you will find

some of their webs.  Not all will be classic sticky orb webs.  Others are made up of

threads running down to a trampoline like platform.  These webs aren�t sticky but they

cause flying insects to crash and be caught by the fast running spider on the platform

below.

Activity 32 Check your rocks

Use hand lenses to look closely at the minerals in the rocks.  Record your observations

including the colours, sizes and how shiny they were.

Activity 33 Compound interest

Look at one of the compound tree associations where there are trunks and or stems of

different trees joined together to make one combination.

How many types of foliage can you see in the top of this combo?

Do all of the leaves have some connection to roots in the ground (if not, they are

epiphytes)? If so can you work out which piece of the trunk they belong to?

What are the advantages and disadvantages for the different species in being in this

lean-together?
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Activity 34 When non-metal gets called metal

The key to this site is the extraction of �metal�.  You might expect a shiny bendable

solid but, in this case, metal means a grade of rock suitable for using on roads and,

railways under the tracks.  On your trip look for and describe any crushed rock that has

been added to the road or tracks that you are on.  How big are the bits of rock used?

What would the surface be like if the rock had never been added?

Activity 35 Tane reclaims his domain

As you walk around the track look for signs of forest regeneration.  For example can

you find areas where the trees all look the same age? If so where were they and was

there any other evidence that this area was once cleared?  How does the seed get into

cleared areas?  What are some of the pioneer plants that usually come up first?   Are any

of these pioneers introduced weeds?

Activity 36 Living in the bush

Imagine what it was like to move here into a small community of workers a long way

from town.  If you were writing a letter to a friend, what positive things could you tell

them about the camp? Now imagine what you might miss while living in the bush.

What might you be grumbling about?

Activity 37 Get your rocks crushed here

Using the diagram supplied, start at the bottom of the structure and find the pelton

wheel foundations near the end.  At this point there was originally a water wheel that

was spun by nozzles blasting water at it.  How could the engineers control the start up

and speed of this wheel?   The power from the wheel spinning needed to be sent up to

the crushers.  What type of mechanism (long since gone) might have been used to

transfer the power?  Look into the tunnel in the wall.  This was for the pipeline bringing

in the water.  Which direction was the pipeline coming from?  Moving down the wall

you come to bigger foundations.  These would have supported the screens that

crushed rock came down.  Screens working on the same principle are used in some

banks to sort change.  50c coins are stopped at the first screen, while 5c coins go right

through.  How could screens be used to sort the rock? Why would the rock have to be

produced in different sizes?

Buttresses

Crusher platform

Curved
cutaway

Hole

Foundation for
rotary screen

Tunnel for pelton
wheel inlet

Pipe supports
Foundation for
pelton wheel Iron straps

Drain

Hole for
shaft

Cavity

Ground level

Remains of
upright beam
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Activity 38 Bridging the gap

As you go along the railway make a note of the parts of the bridges that remain.  What

were the foundations made of? Can you find other parts of the bridge structures and

name them? Were all the bridges for a single track or were there places where there

were double lines? Why would they have bothered to have double lines?

Activity 39 Bank on it

While you are following the railway line you will notice that it is a lot flatter than a

normal walking track or even a road.   Why are railway lines built so level? Make a list

of the tools you would need if you were given the contract to make a stretch of the line

perfectly level.  Remember that you will need to bring in earth in some places and dig

it out in others.

Activity 40 Pipe dreams

In the area of marker 3 look for the remains of the water pipeline that carried the

lifeblood of the whole operation - fast flowing water.  This pipeline was made of steel.

Imagine the problem at a steel mill in making a pipe, where the metal is produced in

strips.  If you study the pipe you can see how they solved that problem in the early 20th

century.  Sketch a section of pipe and write a note about how you think it was made.

It would have been cheaper to use a small diameter pipe.  Why was this not an option?

Activity 41 Swimming pool?

Marker Post 4 is a pond fed from the river.  From here the large valves that you can

still see were opened to send the water down to the crusher.  The problem this was all

designed to overcome was the amount of sand that mountain rivers contain.  Sand can

block pipes and wear valves and machinery.  How did this pond solve the problem?

How could they get rid of the sand that built up in the pond? Can you think of a reason

for the unusual shape of the inlet to this pond?

Activity 42 Easy pickings

At Marker Post 5 you can see a surprising place for a quarry, a riverbed.  What would

be the advantages of taking boulders from here compared to digging in the ground?

What tools would you need to increase the numbers of boulders to harvest?

Activity 44 Bridge it

Make a sketch of the modern suspension bridge structure that has been built for this

track.  The steel ropes have been carefully anchored so that they do not pull out of the

ground.  Sketch what you think the anchoring structure might look like.

Think of another way that this bridge could have been constructed.  Draw a sketch of

this idea.

Why do you think that the design you can see in place was used here?

Look also for signs of three different bridges that once crossed the river here and try to

work out why they were all needed.
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Two futures

A sad story

In the 21st Century the disappearance of animals and plants continued.  Kiwi kept on

calling until the last definite record in 2010.  We knew before then there were just a few

lonely old birds whose last chicks were killed by stoats.  Of course you can still see kiwi

on an offshore island.

It was a pity also to lose the giant carnivorous land snail that grew up to 80 mm across,

but fewer people seemed to care about that.  Nor did it seem to make much difference

when the last of that rare Melicytus plant became extinct, eaten by goats.  Both the snail

and the tree were only found in the park so they were just oddities.

When we gave up trying to control the pests, the possums killed a lot of the trees and

the goats got most of the rest.  Once the trees couldn�t hold the soil together there was

a lot more erosion.  That wrecked the streams, which have filled up with mud.  Still we

have good warning systems for the floods.

The new alpine lift to the top of the mountain sticks out a bit but you can have a meal

up there if you can afford it.  Of course we are still arguing amongst ourselves over who

should pay for this and that.

The way it could be

We have a lot to celebrate for the park�s 150th birthday in 2050.  If you go out of a forest

hut at night you are quite likely to see kiwi.  They are really common since we got rid of

stoats and wild cats.  It is amazing to watch them stomping around defending their

territories.  You can see why we chose them as a national symbol!

The reintroduction of blue ducks was so successful in the early part of the century that

we moved on to bringing back other birds like the kaka (forest parrot) which now

amuses the visitors.  Many come specially to hear the famous dawn chorus of birds,

including the kokako, which is even more tuneful than the bellbirds.

Some people grumbled about the rejection of the plan to build a restaurant on the

summit but we make a lot of money from tourists who come to the park because it is

so unspoilt.

There have been some astonishing discoveries about useful chemicals from rare plants

in the park.  Scientists also discovered a unique gene in the land snail that helped them

to understand a new way to control a childhood cancer.

Of course it really helps that the community all co-operates to look after the park.

School children regularly come up for camps and they are keen to look after the place.

Which of the two scenarios do you think is more likely to happen?

Make a list of the actions we can take to make sure that the more hopeful scenario

happens.
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O T H E R  S O U R C E S

The Department of Conservation has a number of pamphlets available from the visitor

centre.

They include;

� Short Walks in Egmont National Park

� Around the Mountain Circuit

� The Camphouse

� Konini Lodge

We also recommend that you check our website www.doc.govt.nz In addition the

following sources may be helpful.

Beautrais, K  2000.  Egmont  National Park Information Pack for Schools.  Department of Conservation

Clarkson, B  1986.  Vegetation of Egmont National Park  DSIR

Cobb, John   1987.  The Story of Egmont National Park.  Department of Conservation

Civil Defence  1985.  Volcanic Hazards In New Zealand.  Tephra magazine Vol 14 No2   1985

Cox G.J.  and Hayward B.W. 1999.  The Restless country- Volcanoes and Earthquakes of N.Z.  Harper

Collins.

Miller P  1996.  Egmont National Park Bird Survey 1994.  Department of Conservation

Rawson, D  1990.  The Gliding Peak, More Tales from old Taranaki.  D H Rawson

Some other links

The following websites may be of interest;

www.doc.govt.nz Tells you what the Department of Conservation does and has

general information about conservation and more about DoC sites.

www.nzaee.org.nz New Zealand Association for Environmental Education has a

comprehensive directory of sources of information available on-line.

www.projectcrimson.org.nz This is an organisation that works to protect and

promote our native rata and pohutukawa trees.

www.converge.org.nz/eco Eco is an umbrella for environmental groups and has links

to these organisations at its website.

www.kiwirecovery.org.nz Find out what is happening in the efforts to save our

national symbol.

www.kakapo.org.nz Gives the latest on kakapo conservation.

www.forest-bird.org.nz New Zealand�s largest non- governmental conservation

group.  Includes a club for primary school aged students.

www.learnz.org.nz An interactive site for tracking the progress of adventures in some

of our most interesting natural areas.

www.nztcv.massey.ac.nz New Zealand Trust for Conservation Volunteers gives details

of opportunities for voluntary work in the environmental area

www.gns.cri.nz Takes you into the geological and nuclear science institute for

excellent earth science information
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